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Welcome to Granada!
In this guide you’ll find information to facilitate your stay in Granada. You’ll find general
information about:
 Granada: the city, the university and how to get around
 Feminist organisations in Granada
 Overview of the tutor groups
 The Summer School day-to-day Programme including times and locations
We tried to provide as much useful information as possible. Not only will you find practical
information such as the university locations where lectures take place, but we’ve also made a
selection of restaurants, cafés, bars, and clubs that you might like. We want to make your stay
in Granada as enjoyable as possible so do not hesitate to ask us for help or additional
information. We hope the Summer School will be inspiring and your stay in Granada loads of
fun!
On behalf of the NOI♀SE Summer School Granada 2010 crew,
Christel Meijer
Agata Ignaciuk
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NOI♀SE Crew
Director: Prof. Dr. Rosemarie Buikema
Phone: +31 (0)30 – 253 8319
Cell phone: +31 - 613196579
Trude Oorschot ~ to be reached at Utrecht Headquarter
Phone: +31 (0)30 – 253 8319
NOISE coordinator: Christel Meijer
Cell phone: +31 - 624963732
Email: noise@uu.nl
Head Tutor: Agata Ignaciuk
Cell phone: +34 - 627803330
Email: agatai@correo.ugr.es (for NOISE students)
The NOISE mailbox will be read daily:
noise@uu.nl
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Granada:
City, university & how to get around
Weather
Granada is very hot in August and the average temperature is expected to be 30 degrees or
more. You should be prepared to bring light clothes. If you are fair skinned, do wear plenty of
high-protection sunscreen when you are spending the day outdoors, as you are likely to get
sunburnt between 11 AM and 6 PM.

Accommodation students
Summer School participants stay in students’ residence San Bartolomé y Santiago. It is one of
the oldest residences of the University of Granada, founded in 1649. It is a charming historical
building situated in the city centre, and is close to bars, shopping zones, and also the Faculty
of Science where NOISE classes will take place.

Website (in Spanish): http://www.ugr.es/~cmss/
Address:
Residence San Bartolomé y Santiago
Calle San Jerónimo 31
18001 Granada
Spain
Position in Google Maps:
http://maps.google.es/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=es&geocode=&q=Colegio+Mayor+San+Bart
olome+Y+Santiago&sll=40.396764,3.713379&sspn=7.562164,14.084473&ie=UTF8&hq=Colegio+Mayor+San+Bartolome+Y+Santi
ago&hnear=&ll=37.1798,-3.60122&spn=0.00365,0.006877&z=17
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How to reach Bartolomé
From Granada bus station, take bus 3 or 33 and get off at the first stop in Gran Vía street
(Triunfo/Instituto Padre Suarez). Go left towards the roundabout and turn left in San Juan de
Dios street; than turn left in San Jeronimo street and after an approximately 2-minutes walk
you will see the residence on your right. This will take approximately 10 minutes on foot
altogether.
IMPORTANT: The airport coach (Coach Station = the bus station) that connects the city centre
with Granada airport also stops at Triunfo/Instituto Padre Suarez stop.

Opening hours of residence Bartolomé
The residence will open on Friday August 13, 2010 at 12.30 PM and close on Sunday August 29
at 2 PM.
During the NOISE working days, the residence will be closed during the night from 3 AM until 7
AM. However, during the arrival days (August 15 and 16) and NOISE weekend days (August
21, 22 and 28) the residence will be open all night.
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IMPORTANT: As you will be provided with an ID-card in order to enter the residence, please
bring a passport photo.

Location NOISE Summer School
All lectures and tutor groups take place at the Geology Building of the Faculty of Science of the
University of Granada.
Address: Campus Fuentenueva, Avenida Fuentenueva
When you stand in front of the side entrance to the Faculty of Science (from Gonzalo Gallas
street), you will see the Geology building on your left hand. Go around the building and turn
left to enter, and then you will find the classrooms on your left. All sessions take place on the
ground floor of the building.

Getting around: walk, bus, taxi
The centre of Granada is small, but it can be confusing to find your way in a city that you don’t
know. Use your map and mark important sites: your room, the university buildings, the
station, shops.

Bus
In Granada city centre you can easily reach most places on foot. However, you may consider
taking a bus, for example, to go to the coach station (Estación de Autobuses) or to Alhambra.
You can buy tickets directly from the bus driver as you get on the bus. A single bus fare is
€1,20. If you plan to travel more by bus, you may consider buying a bus card (bonobus). The
card costs €3,- and you charge it any amount which multiplies 5 euros. If you use the card,
the fares are cheaper: you will pay at most 0,67 eurocents for a journey and you are entitled
to change buses once during 40 minutes. The card is not personal and you can share it with
other students.
The website of the bus company, Transportes Rober, is:
http://www.transportesrober.com/
Here, you can check the map of the bus lines (Plano de lineas). This map is also available at
most bus stops and in your Granada city map.
IMPORTANT: Buses operate from approximately 7 AM till 11 PM.

Taxi
Taxis operate throughout Granada and are not expensive. Within the city centre, you shouldn’t
pay more than €5 to €7 for a trip. Night fares are slightly more expensive and there is a
minimum fare of €4,17.

Coaches (= buses)
Travel by coach for short trips is more convenient than travelling by train. There are several
daily buses to the coast and other Andalucian cities, and they depart from Estación de
Autobuses (Avenida de Juan Pablo II). You can get there by urban buses number 3, 33 and 10.
You can purchase coach tickets on the station or buy electronic tickets via the coach
company’s webpage http://www.alsa.es (available in English, German and French).
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Emergency
In case of any emergency dial 112 (police, fire department, ambulance).

Police
The Police Station in the city centre is situated in Plaza de los Campos, 3, 18009 Granada.
Telephone: +34 - 958 808 502.
Also, you can call the Granada local police at 092.

Health emergencies
If you
you.
If you
obtain
will be

need a physician please contact the NOISE team first so we can see how we can help
are an EU citizen, and you are entitled to the European Health Insurance card, please
it and bring it along. With the card, you can go to any public medical practice and you
helped.

The nearest public medical centre to the residence Bartolomé is:
 Centro de Salud Gran Capitán
Address: Gran Capitán, 10
Telephone: +34 – 958 022 600
Opening hours: Monday to Friday from 8 AM till 8 PM
If you are not an EU citizen or you are not entitled to the European Health Insurance card,
please contact your insurance company on their coverage in Spain.
In case of life or health threatening emergency anyone in Andalucía will be helped in a hospital
without charge. In such case call the health emergency telephone: 061 or 902505061 or go
directly to the emergency unit in the hospital (Urgencias).
There are two hospitals with emergency units within walking distance from the residence
(about 20 minutes):


Hospital Universitario San Cecilio
Address: Avenida Dr. Olóriz 16



Hospital Virgen de las Nieves (Ruiz de Alda)
Address: Avenida de las Fuerzas Armadas 2

The nearest pharmacy (Perpetuo Socorro) is 2 minutes from the residence, on the corner of
San Jerónimo and San Juan de Dios streets. Also there are two other pharmacies in San
Jerónimo street towards the cathedral.

Computers, Internet & Email
NOISE wi-fi access
NOI♀SE Summer School participants will have a special login for the University’s wireless
network. This will work in residence Bartolomé, at all University buildings – including where the
summer school takes place - and also in the hotel where the teachers will stay Carmen de la
Victoria.
Username (usuario): noise@invitados.ugr.es
Password (contraseña): Ugr+NoISe7

In order to log on when you are in or near a University building, choose cviugr as your
wireless network. Then go to any website through your browser. A login-page will appear
where you should type the above mentioned username and password. These remain active
from August 10 to August 30.
If you don’t have your own laptop, you will be able to use the computer room at the Faculty of
Science on NOISE teaching days (Tuesdays until Saturdays), 12.30 PM - 1.30 PM, room O7.
From August 23 you can use computers at the University’s libraries. Most libraries will be open
from 9.15 AM till 1.45 PM. The nearest are the library of the Faculty of Political Science and the
library at Centro de Documentación Científica (where Institute for Women’s Studies is located).
See below for more information on the libraries.

Other computers and Internet access points
There are several Internet points in Granada. The nearest one is:


Internet point in San Jerónimo 14 (open 8 AM till 10 PM)
Prize per hour: 1 euro per hour. There are discounts if you pay for 6 or 12 hours at once.

If you need to use Internet for less than 15 minutes, you can do it for free in Biblioteca de
Andalucía. Address: Profesor Sainz Cantero 6. It is open from 8 AM till 8 PM on weekdays.

Calling
Country code of Spain: 0034
Code of Granada is: 958
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Granada University
The Universidad de Granada, founded in 1531, continues a long teaching tradition, the roots of
which can be traced back to the madrasahs of the last Nasrid Kingdom. It is considered one of
the best universities in Andalucía and in Spain and is an extremely important institution in the
life of the city.

Facts & Figures
At present, courses for 75 different qualifications are taught in the 28 teaching centres of the
UGR. The courses are taught across 116 departments. The Postgraduate School offers 68
master's courses, 116 doctorate programmes and 113 additional courses.
At present, 70,000 students are enrolled on accredited courses.
There are 346 research groups at the University. Through the Spanish Research Programme,
as well as other national programmes and organisations, the University supports 165 research
projects, and the Ministry of Innovation, Science and Business has provided financial support
to 78 Projects of Excellence.

Campus
In Granada, there are four University Campuses, as well as the “Campus Centro”, in which all
the centres spread throughout the historic part of the city are brought together.
You can see all the University’s buildings and campuses on this online map:
http://www.ugr.es/~vicpie/web/mapa/index.htm
NOISE Summer school teaching activities will take place in Campus Fuentenueva, in the
Geology building.

Granada Gender Studies Programme
Instituto de Estudios de la Mujer (IEM; Institute for Women’s Studies) is celebrating its 25th
anniversary in 2010. It is one of the oldest women’s studies academic centres in Spain and has
a long tradition in research and teaching women’s studies. Its head is Prof. Nuria Romo. The
institute is also the coordinating institution of GEMMA (Erasmus Mundus Master’s Degree in
Women’s and Gender Studies). The head of the programme is Prof. Adelina Sánchez Espinosa.
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IEM is located in Rector Lopez Argueta street, on the third floor of the building Centro de
Documentación Científica.

University opening times in August
The University has a two week summer closing between August 9 - 22. This means all the
Faculties, libraries and facilities are closed and they open only for special activities such as
NOISE. If you need a room to study, you can go to the Faculty of Science where NOISE classes
will take place; there will be study rooms available from 9 AM to 2 PM.
Please note that Monday August 16 is a public holiday and most places are likely to be closed,
and buses will operate on Sunday timetable.

Libraries
If you want to use a library during the first week of NOISE, you can go to:


Biblioteca de Andalucia
Address: Profesor Sainz Cantero 6
Opening times: 8 AM – 8 PM, closed during the weekend

From August 23 the University re-opens in the morning (9 AM till 2 PM). All the Faculties will
have their libraries open roughly from 9.15 AM till 1.45 PM. We especially recommend:


Biblioteca de Centro de la Documentación Científica
Address: Rector Lopez Argueta, floor 1.
Opening times: 9.15 AM – 1.45 PM
This library holds most of the University’s collection in women’s studies.



Biblioteca de Hospital Real
Address: Cuesta del Hospico s/n
Opening times: 9 AM – 2 PM
It’s the oldest library at the University.



Biblioteca de la Facultad de Ciencias Politicas
Address: Rector Lopez Argueta, in the Faculty of Political Science building
Opening times: 9 AM – 2 PM
It holds some important works on women’s studies and gender (mainly done from disciplines
such as sociology and political studies)
Depending on your research interests, you can visit the libraries at other faculties. Most will
open from 9.15 AM till 1.45 PM. You can check the available libraries and the catalogue at
http://biblioteca.ugr.es/pages/index?lang=en

Shops
Most shops are open from 9 AM to 2 PM and then again from 5 PM to 9 PM. Some shops (like
chain clothes stores such as Zara or Mango) don’t close for lunch. During the summertime,
some smaller shops may be open only in the morning. Supermarkets open usually from 9 AM
to 9.30 PM and don’t close for lunch. Shops and supermarkets close on Sunday. Clothes
shopping zones are around the streets Mesones, Pontezuelas, and Recogidas.
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Supermarkets
Bartolomé residence does not have a kitchen for the students to use. However, you’ll be able
to have cheap lunches thanks to tapas (check the chapter on food, drink and entertainment).
If you want to buy food, the nearest supermarkets are:


OpenCor (corner of Rector Lopez Argueta and Gran Capitan streets)
Good quality and open till late (and on Sunday) but expensive



Mercadona
It is a cheap and good quality supermarket chain.

There are two supermarkets fairly near to the residence:
 Ancha de Capuchinos 11-13
 Camino de Ronda 43
These are also other small supermarkets (Coviran) near the residence, one up San Jeronímo
street and another on Gran Capitán street.

Books
There are two fairly good bookstores near residence Bartolomé and they do have some books
on women’s studies, but unfortunately, most of their offer is in Spanish.
Librerías Babel
 San Juan de Díos 20
 Gran Capitán 4

Tourist information
Tourist reception offices


Tourist Reception Office at the City Hall
Address: Plaza del Carmen
Open: Monday through Saturday: 10 AM – 7 PM; Sunday: 10 AM – 2 PM



Municipal Centre of Tourist Information
Address: Virgen Blanca 9
Open: Monday through Friday: 9 AM – 3 PM

There are several tourist information kiosks around the city centre (e.g. Puerta Real, Plaza
Bibrambla, Plaza Trinidad)

Online tourist information
To obtain more info on tourism in Granada, you can visit the following websites (all available in
English and a selection of other languages):


Turismo de Granada (Province): http://www.turgranada.es/?id_idioma=2



Turismo de Granada (City hall): http://www.granadatur.com/en/

Here you will be able to download guides, maps and brochures on places of your interest.
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Food, Drinks & Entertainment
Food & Drinks & Clubs
Granada has great variety of bars, pubs, discos and cafés. Local people spend plenty of time in
bars and some places get very packed. We divided this section according to types of places to
go out such as tapas bars, cafés, pubs and discos, providing you with useful details and names
of some places. As far as tapas bars are concerned, you will find some more info also in the
tourist information booklet “Granada de tapas”. Smoking is permitted in almost all bars.

Tapas bars
In Granada you can eat out inexpensively thanks to the tapas custom. Tapa is a little portion
of food you get for free when ordering a soft drink, beer or wine. Most people, young and old,
meet with friends in bars to have a drink and a tapa. Granada is full of tapas bars and
restaurants. Many restaurants have the bar where you stand and can eat tapas and tables
reserved for customers that order dishes from the menu. In some bars you will be asked to
choose your tapa from the list, in other you will simply be given a little portion of a different
dish for each drink you order. If you are in the bar with a group of friends, everyone will
usually get the same tapa, sometimes you can ask for 2 different types of tapas.

Opening hours
In Granada tapas bars open roughly from 1 PM till 4.30 PM and again from 8 PM to 1 PM.
Some bars are open between 4.30 PM and 8 PM for coffee but then usually the kitchen is
closed. Some bars close on Monday.

What to order
Soft drinks in a bar cost about €2,- Beers are usually served in two sizes: caña (smaller) and
tubo (larger) and the price ranges from €1,50 to €2,50. A local beer brand is Alhambra. A
glass of wine is €2,- or €3,- depending on the wine. If you order white wine you usually will be
given dry white wine, you should specifically asked for semi-sweet white wine if you like that
(semi dulce). Spain has some great red wines (vino tinto). Most bars serve wines from two
regions: Rioja (a bit stronger flavour) and Ribera del Duero (milder).
Some people like also other drinks such as tinto de verano (red wine mixed with soda served
on ice, great and refreshing) or clara (beer mixed with soda or lemon soda). These also cost
around €1,50 or €2,50; depending on the place.

Vegetarians
Most bars have vegetarian meals and tapas but they are not usually marked as such, you
should read the menu or ask the waiter for vegetarian tapa or dish.

Recommendations


Bodega la Mancha, Joaquín Costa 10 (city centre)
A typical tapas bar near residence Bartolomé. Offers homemade vermouth.



Saint Germain, Postigo Velutti, 4 (city centre)
Another small and pleasant tapas bar near the residence.



Real Asador de Castilla, Escudo del Carmen 17 (city centre)
Not very cheap, but offers excellent quality tapas and meat and seafood dishes.
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Taberna el Mentidero, Piedra Santa 15 (city centre)
A small trendy bar with nice food, gets packed quickly. Closed on Saturdays.



La Pajuana, Rosario 12 (city centre)
http://www.lapajuana.com
A nice modern tapas bar, with creative and large tapas, good option to meet friends.



Patio Braserito, Rosario 7 (city centre)
http://www.braserito.com
A typical family bar and restaurant, very popular with local people.



Loft Café, San Antón 6 (city centre)
http://www.loft-cafe.com
A posh and trendy tapas bar and restaurant, delicious tapas.



Tree Sonoro, Mulhacén 24 (city centre)
http://www.treesonoro.com
A newly opened small tapas bar, delicious and creative tapas. Very friendly service and
wide range of vegetarian and healthy dishes and tapas. Highly recommended.

IMPORTANT: You can exchange a green card you will find among your information materials
for a free beer or a tinto de verano at Tree Sonoro.


Bar Candela, Panaderas 9 (Realejo)
A small bar popular with students, serves small sandwiches with local charcuterie and
cheese as tapas.



Cisco y Tierra, Lepanto 2 (city centre)
A small lovely bar behind the city hall, has a really special atmosphere. Highly
recommended.



La Bella y la Bestia, Carrera del Darro 37 (city centre)
A tapas bar popular with students, serves huge tapas.



Cervecería Dnieper, Plaza Einstein (city centre)
An Argentinean beer house with a pleasant terrace, popular with students, big tapas.



Los Mascarones, Páges 18 (Albaícín)
A small family bar in the district of Albaizin, delicious food.

Cafés and tea houses
There are plenty of cafés in Granada, while some are exclusively coffee houses, other also
serve beers and tapas.

Opening hours
Cafés mostly open early in the morning, around 8 AM and are usually open all day till 8 PM.
The peak hour is around 11 AM when everyone has breakfast.

What to order
It’s very common for local people to have breakfast in a café. A typical breakfast consists of
coffee and toasted bun with tomato pulp and olive oil, or with butter and/or jam. In most
places you can have a ham and cheese toasted croissant or a sweet bun as well. In the
afternoon, you can have coffee with little sweet cakes (pastels); you should try typical
piononos from Granada.
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Another must is a visit to one of the teterías, Arabic tea houses. They are plenty of tea houses
situated in Calderería Nueva street, in the city centre. They offer teas, Arabic sweets and
crepes, and also water pipes.

Recommendations


La Calá, San Juan de Dios 52
Small Italian café near the residence, great coffee, toasts and waffles.



Huerto de Juan Ranas, Callejon de Atarazana 8/Mirador de San Nicolas
This is a restaurant in the Albaicín district which offers impressive views of Alhambra,
especially during the sunset. Expensive, but it’s well worth to have a coffee there sitting on
their comfortable sofas and watching the views.



Gran Vía de Colón, corner of Gran Vía and Carcel Baja
It’s a tapas bar, restaurant and a café, great coffee and nice cakes.



Pasteleria López Mezquita, Reyes Católicos, 39
A bakery that serves delicious cakes, also to take away.



Puerta Real, corner of Reyes Católicos in front of Plaza del Carmen (City hall)
In this building there is a bar-café on the ground floor, and restaurant on the first floor. It’s
a nice place to rest when you are shopping in the city centre.

IMPORTANT: Puerta Real has offered NOISE discount menus for breakfast, lunch and dinner.
We recommend the lunch and dinner offers as relatively cheap. See the leaflet in your
information materials.


Café Picaro, Varela 10
This café-pub has nice atmosphere, low music allows conversation, and sometimes there
are concerts.



Tetería Alfaguarrda, Calderería Nueva 7
A famous tea house which also offers Arabic food.

Restaurants and other places for lunch
There are lots of restaurants and take-aways in Granada. It is very common in a restaurant
when you are with a group of friends to order some dishes from the menu (raciones) and
share them. Remember that when you are seated in a restaurant you won’t probably get any
tapas. We suggest some cheap and good lunch places, if you would like to go to a more trendy
and more expensive restaurant, please ask the head tutor for recommendation.

Recommendations


El Piano, Gran Capitán 7
http://www.el-piano.com/
Lovely venue that serves inexpensive take-away vegetarian lunches near the residence.
The owner is English. Highly recommended!



Hola Pizzametro, Gran Capitán 21
A fairly cheap and very good quality pizzeria near the residence, the pizzas are huge. Also
other Italian dishes and take away.



Viva María, San Jerónimo 10
An Italian take-away, delicious and homemade dishes (the cook is also the owner,
everything is cooked on the premises) and some vegetarian meals.
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Kirin, Parranga 9
A good quality Japanese restaurant in the city centre. Variety of Japanese dishes, medium
prices. Also offers menus.



Botánico, Málaga 3
This restaurant and café is popular with students, it offers daily fairly inexpensive menus.



Sancho, Tablas 16
This fairly cheap bar and restaurant offers nice food, Spanish classics with a twist. Offers
daily menus.



Kebab King, Molinos 13
It has the best kebab in town, delicious and inexpensive.



Gayedra, Tendillas de Santa Paula 6
http://www.gayedra.com/
A gay friendly restaurant which offers delicious modern cuisine, quite expensive but offers
a cheaper daily menu.



Los Italianos, Gran Via 4
The best ice-cream in Granada, really crowded in the weekends.

Pubs and discos
Opening hours
The pubs usually open around 5 PM and are open till 3 or 4 AM in the morning. The discos
open at 3 AM in the morning and close at 6 or 7 AM in the morning.

What to order
In a pub you can have a coffee (in the afternoon), a soft drink, or bottled beer (except few
Irish pubs that serve beers from the tap). The pubs don’t usually serve wines. What locals
usually have in pubs and discos, especially in the evening and at night, are copas, alcoholic
drinks that combine dark rum, whiskey, or vodka with a soft drink, especially Coke, Fanta or
Sprite. The most popular dark rum brands are Barceló, Brugal and Cacique. Some bars offer
also cocktails, such as Mojito, Caipiriña etc. Drinks and cocktails cost around €5,- to €7,Most pubs do not serve wine, and if they do, it won’t probably be of high quality.

Recommendations


Mojitoo Bar, Navas 18
One of the best cocktail bars in Granada, offers great cocktails and a very nice atmosphere,
it also has a small terrace. It sometimes gets very crowded during the weekends. Check
the happy hour, on weekdays from 9 PM to 10 PM, you get 2 mojitos for a price of one.



Ganivet Plaza, Plaza Ganivet
Two-floor typical Spanish pub, Spanish music, loud and crowded but nice. The upstairs part
tends to be calmer.



Rembrandt (Centro Comercial Neptuno, the rear part)
Elegant and modern pub, gets crowded during the weekends.



La Percha, Trajano 1
http://www.myspace.com/laperchapub
An absolute must! A small alternative pub which celebrates the 80s, sometimes there are
concerts and events.
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Café Aliatar, Recogidas (at the beginning of the street, entrance on both sides of Blanco
clothes shop)
A posh trendy hotspot, a cinema turned into a pub. A bit more expensive, but definitely a
must.



Terraza Forum, Circunvalación
A newly opened outdoor pub on top of Caja Rural bank building. Lovely views of the city.
Not exactly in the city centre but worth visiting (it’s near Memoria de Andalucía Museum).



Mae West, Centro Comercial Neptuno
One of the most famous and crowded discos in Granada, with 3 rooms, very crowded on
Saturdays but nice on Sundays. Closed shoes and long trousers for men necessary.
Entrance on Fridays and Saturdays 10 euros with 1 drink included.



Metro, Calle de los Freiles 5
A disco in the city centre, pop and commercial house music.



Vogue, Calle Duquesa
A disco that plays different music (pop, rock, electro and alternative). Relaxed atmosphere,
mainly young people.



Camborio, Camino de Sacromonte 47
A disco in a cave, different rooms with different types of music, lovely views of Alhambra,
quite far from the city centre, it is recommended to go by taxi.

PINK Granada: Gay & Lesbian bars/clubs
Pubs


Six Colours, Tendillas de Santa Paula 6
Small bar in the centre, mainly guys.



Fondo Reservado, Cuesta Santa Inés 13
Lively mixed bar off Paseo de los Tristes

Discos


Zoo, Moras 2
A loud disco with house music, guys and girls.

Theatres
Most theatres in Granada close in August. An interesting summer event is a theatre festival at
Corral de Carbón, organised by Teatro Garcia Lorca, with comedies played daily from August
16 to 30.
More info at: http://www.granadatur.com/en/culture/upcoming-events/evento/los-veranosdel-corral/20100816/?tx_cal_controller[lastview]=view-day|page_id431&cHash=088ba95461a04a490d214e81fdd21013

Cinemas
There are two cinemas in the city centre:


Multicines, Solarillo de Gracía 9
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Cinema Andalucía 2000, Centro Comercial Neptuno

IMPORTANT: All films are dubbed in Spanish. Please check timetable and prices at
http://www.granada.net/cartelera_home.html

Places to visit
The most important tourist attractions of Granada are:

The Cathedral
The Cathedral of Granada was constructed by Queen Isabel after conquering Granada over the
largest mosque that existed in the city. Its constriction started in 1523. The Catholic Kings are
buried in the Royal Chapel of the Cathedral, which you can also visit.
Address:
Gran Vía de Colón 5
Telephone: +34 – 958 222 959
Opening hours in August:
Monday to Saturday: 10.45 AM to 1.30 PM and 4 PM to 8 PM
Sundays and public holidays: 4 PM to 8 PM
Ticket: €3,50

Alhambra and Generalife
World Heritage Site, the complex of the Alhambra and the Generalife is the most emblematic,
known and visited monument of Granada. City, fortress and palace of the kings of the Nasrid
dynasty, its rooms and gardens are the higher expression of the Muslim art in Europe. The
castle considered by some one of the miracles of the modern world.
More info at: http://www.alhambradegranada.org/en/
You can book tickets for your visit in Alhambra in advance through the following webpage:
http://www.servicaixa.com/nav/landings/es/mucho_mas/alhambra/alhambra.html?CODIUSU=
P055AL07 As you arrive in Spain, you can collect your tickets in any La CAIXA bank ATM or in
yellow machines in Alhambra complex.
Alhambra NOISE Special
NOISE has reserved 3 guided tours to the Alhambra for the students. These guided tours will
take place on Monday August 23 (starting 11 AM and 5 PM) and one evening tour on Thursday
August 26 (start 10 PM). The NOISE Coordination has made an overview of who’s in which
group.
There’s a possibility for an extra evening tour (guided or unguided) on Tuesday August 24
(start 10 PM) for students that didn’t register yet.
The price of the ticket is €12,- per person (50% special NOISE-discount on a regular ticket
plus €6,- per person to cover the guide). Ana, the English speaking guide is trained in gender
studies and she will be able to show you parts of the castle normally unavailable to the public.
The groups should not exceed 20 people.

IMPORTANT: You can enter some parts of the complex for free, for example the Carlos V
palace, which holds the Museum of Fine Arts
(http://www.juntadeandalucia.es/cultura/museos/MBAGR/).
Extract from price list
 Regular daytime visit: €12,- (unguided)
 Evening or Night time visit: €12,17





Garden visit (Generalife): €6,Temporary exhibition ticket: €3,
EU students under 30 with valid ID: €9,- The students must show Youth ID, 30 card or
similar.

How to get there
You can either walk from Plaza Nueva (shorter) or through the Realejo district, or take bus
number 30 or 32 in Gran Vía (next to the Cathedral).
IMPORTANT: You can walk up the hill Alhambra is on, but it’s quite exhausting, especially
during daytime, when the sun is shining.

Albaízin and Sacromonte
The Albaicín (World Heritage Site) and the Sacromonte are two of the districts with most
colour, enchantment and history of the city of Granada. Albaicín is famous for its cármenes
(typical houses) and a labyrinth of narrow streets. You admire Alhambra from the viewpoints
of San Nicholas and San Cristóbal. As far as food is concerned, try snails (caracoles). The
Sacromonte neighbourhood is famous by its caves, in which the gypsies continue celebrating
every night their flamenco songs and dance celebrations. What is also worth seeing in Albaízin
and Sacromonte are flamenco shows.
How to get there
Take bus 31 or 32 from Gran Vía (next to the Cathedral) or walk from Plaza Nueva along the
river Darro. If you want to walk to the viewpoint (mirador) San Nicholas, you must be
prepared to climb.
NOISE special flamenco
NOISE has booked an interactive flamenco concert for NOISE students at Carmen de las
Cuevas (Cuesta de los Chinos 15). The concert will take place on Friday August 20 (7.45 PM 9.15 PM), and will consist in teaching the history of flamenco, basic flamenco notions and then
practicing together with the artists. The concert will be translated into English. The maximum
number of participants is 40. The price per person for a group of larger than 15 people is €15,The NOISE Coordination has an overview of the students that registered.

Park of the Sciences
It’s a big complex of interactive museums at Avenida de la Ciencia, which are mainly focused
on natural sciences. Nearby, you can visit Memoria de Andalucía museum, a modern museum
focused on the historic memory of Granada and the Andalucian region.
NOISE special Museo Memoria de Andalucía
NOISE students will have a guided tour at Memoria de Andalucía museum on Wednesday
August 18 (5 PM – 6.30 PM), as a complementary activity to Dr. Andrea Pető’s class the same
morning. The entrance ticket cost €3,- per person.
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Beaches
It takes about 60 minutes by coach/bus to get to the nearest beach from Granada coach
station. Coaches leave for the coast every hour approximately. The first beach town is
Salobreña (ticket one way €5,78, return ticket €10,45), which is a small family beach with an
Arabic castle. Almuñercar, the next beach town is around 20 minutes further (one way €7,24
return ticket €14,47), has more bars and activities. Both beaches are stony. A nice sandy
beach is Nerja (the one-way journey takes 2 hours and the ticket costs €9,26 one way and
€16,71 return). For nice sandy beaches that are located further, as well for car rental
companies; contact the head tutor at: agatai@correo.ugr.es

Alpujarra
Located between Sierra Nevada and the Mediterranean Sea, it is an almost virgin mountain
region, ideal for the rural tourism and the practice of adventure sports. The recommended
towns to see are Lanjarón, Trevélez, Campaneía, Bubión or Pampaneíra. There are 3 daily
coaches to Trevélez, the one way journey takes about 3 hours and costs €6,87 one way and
€12,41 return)

Sports
On a hot summer day, you will certainly enjoy a swim in an outdoor swimming pool. The
university outdoor pool is situated at the end of Los Paseillos (officially called Profesor Juan
Osorio street, Fuentenueva campus). The swimming pool opening times are Monday to Friday
from 11 AM till 6.30 PM. The price of a daily ticket is €5,-
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Feminist organisations and sites of interest
Please be aware that most associations cease their activity in August. Also, most organisations
are Spanish-speaking only.

Mariana Pineda European Centre for Women
It is a city-hall sponsored centre that holds historic collection on Mariana Pineda, a female
democratic heroine of Granada and other resources on women’s studies.
http://www.marianapineda.com/
Address: Águila 19
Telephone: +34 – 958 262 961
Opening times in August: Monday to Friday, 10 AM to 1 PM

Acción en Red Granada
An association (works in the whole Spain) focused on promoting gender equality and
preventing gender violence.
http://www.accionenred-andalucia.org/ (Spanish only)
Address: Enriqueta Lozano 7
Telephone: +34 – 958 229 831
Email: accionenredgranada@gmail.com

Asociación Mujeres Politólogas
An association that gathers women graduated from political and social studies works with the
City Hall through sponsored projects to promote gender equality.
http://mujerespolitologas.com/ (Spanish only)
Address: Horno Espadero 24
Telephone: +34 – 958 265 922
Email: asociacion@mujerespolitologas.com

Asamblea de Mujeres de Granada
The local branch of one of the oldest feminist organisations in Spain founded in 1975. On their
webpage you can find interesting photographs that document the history of the Spanish
feminism. Also offers links to other feminist organisations.
http://www.asambleamujeresgranada.com/ (Spanish only)
Address: Buensuceso 9
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Map
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Entrance to the Faculty of Science
Geology building of the Faculty of Science (NOISE lectures)
Swimming pool Los Paseillos
Centro de Documentación Científica (Women’s Studies Centre and Library)
Residence Bartolomé
Biblioteca de Andalucía
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Overview tutor groups
MA
tutors

first name
Rasjot
Kamila
Anna
Heliana
Katrine
Rajshri
Ellisavet
Marjolein
Zlatana
Krizia

last name
De Boer
Wasilkowska
Sikala
Flores Guido
Smiet
Ramnares
Kaltsidou
De Boer
Knezevic
Nardini

university
Utrecht, The Netherlands
London School of Economics, UK
Lodz University, Poland
Nijmegen University, Netherlands
Nijmegen University, Netherlands
Utrecht, The Netherlands
Lund University, Sweden
Nijmegen University, Netherlands
Lund University, Sweden
Utrecht, The Netherlands

category
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA

The MA tutors will forms pairs on the special Tutor Training Day. On that day the five tutor pairs will be
assigned to a tutor group.

Group
GREEN
Tutor
Tutor

Group
YELLOW
Tutor
Tutor

first name

last name

university

Kristen
Federica
Evelyn
Chi Chi
Julya
Miriam
Andrea
Hanna
Colleen

Schuetz
Maggio
Wan
Chang
van der Werff
Barcus
Huls Pareja
Zeavin Musser
Fitzpatrick

Antioch College, USA
Roma University, Italy
Utrecht, The Netherlands
Utrecht, The Netherlands
Utrecht, The Netherlands
Antioch College, USA
Utrecht, The Netherlands
Antioch College, USA
Antioch College, USA

first name

last name

university

Marianne
Simone
Lorenza
Eveline
Kathryn
Kristen
Maartje
Rachel
Zuzana

Hjelvik
Van Hulst
Mazzoni
Quist
Cheney
Ferguson
Meuwissen
Branker
Mad'arová

Utrecht, The Netherlands
Utrecht, The Netherlands
Utrecht, The Netherlands
Utrecht, The Netherlands
Antioch College, USA
Antioch College, USA
Utrecht, The Netherlands
Antioch College, USA
Central Eur. University, Hungary
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category
MA
MA
BA
MA
MA
MA
MA
BA
MA
BA
BA

category
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
BA
BA
MA
BA
MA

Group
RED
Tutor
Tutor

Group
BLUE
Tutor
Tutor

Group
PINK
Tutor
Tutor

Group
PURPLE
Tutor
Tutor

first name

last name

university

Karlijn
Jutta
Annelies
Dieuwke
Francesca
Stacey
Rachel
Yasin
Pia

Olijslager
Lehtinen
Kleinherenbrink
Boersma
Rinaldi
Sexton
Picher
Fairly
Strandholm

Nijmegen University, Netherlands
Turku University, Finland
Utrecht, the Netherlands
Utrecht, the Netherlands
Roma University, Italy
Antioch College, USA
Antioch College, USA
Antioch College, USA
Abo University, Finland

category
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
BA
BA
BA
MA

first name

last name

university

Jane
Madalynne
Myrthe
Tracey
Karina
Simran
Sanne
Milja
Sarmistha

Pryma
Magnuson
Derksen
Vitchers
Pouentes
Jaising
Meijer
Spoljar
Siddhanta

Antioch College, USA
Antioch College, USA
Utrecht, the Netherlands
Utrecht, the Netherlands
Utrecht, the Netherlands
Antioch College, USA
Utrecht, The Netherlands
Utrecht, The Netherlands
Central Eur. University, Hungary

first name

last name

university

Silvia
Hannah
Jenny
Pirjo
Eline
Esther
Lincoln
Katherine
Michelle

Herrero
Illgner
Cullemo
Haapakoski
Van Uden
Goedendorp
Alpern
Stearns-Beck
Gonzalez

Utrecht, The Netherlands
Heidelberg University, Germany
Södertörn University, Sweden
Turku University, Finland
Utrecht, The Netherlands
Utrecht, The Netherlands
Antioch College, USA
Antioch College, USA
Antioch College, USA

category
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
BA
BA
BA

first name
Irene
Irina
Marietta
Amy
Angelo
Beatrice
Carla
Marianna
Nadia
Viviana

last name
Dioli
Costache
Radomska
Pressland
Palazzolo
Sakyiwah
Cerqueira
Sczczygielska
Santoro
Vignola

university
Bologna University, Italy
Central Eur. University, Hungary
Utrecht, the Netherlands
York University, United Kingdom
Roma University Italy
York University, United Kingdom
University of Minho, Portugal
Central Eur. University, Hungary
Calabria University, Italy
Bologna University, Italy

category
PhD
PhD
PhD
PhD
PhD
PhD
PhD
PhD
PhD
PhD
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category
MA
MA
BA
BA
MA
MA
MA
BA
MA
MA
MA

Summer School Day-to-Day Schedule
On the next pages you’ll find a compact overview of the Summer School programme. We’ll
help you find your way as much as we can but try to use your map as well. Also included are
some cultural/social activities that we have planned for you.
The summer school takes place at the Geology Building of the Faculty of Science of the
University of Granada.
Address: Campus Fuentenueva, Avenida Fuentenueva
When you stand in front of the side entrance to the Faculty of Science (from Gonzalo Gallas
street), you will see the Geology building on your left hand. Go around the building and turn
left to enter, and then you will find the classrooms on your left. All sessions take place on the
ground floor of the building.
The plenary sessions in the morning (09.30 AM - 12.30 PM) and the afternoon (5.30 PM – 6.30
PM) are in room G1.
The tutor groups (3.30 PM – 5.30 PM) will take place in rooms G3, G4, G5, G6, G7 and G8.
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Cluster 1 - day 1 Tuesday August 17
Coordinators: Dr. Iris van der Tuin and Prof. Adelina Sanchez
Morning
When: 9.30-12.30
Where: G1
What: Lecture 1: Prof. Liliana Ellena, Movements of Desire: Writing Second-Wave Feminism,
Moving History
10.45-11.00 Coffee break
Lecture 2: Dr. Iris van der Tuin, Jumping Generations: Feminist Theories of Time

12.30-15.30: Lunch break and siesta

Afternoon
When: 15.30-17.30
Where:
Red
G3
Green
G4
Yellow
G5
Blue
G6
Pink
G7
Purple
G8
What: Tutor group sessions / Special seminar for the PhD’s
When: 17.30-18.30
Where: G1
What: Plenary

When: 20.00-22-00
Where: Bar El Pecado (Address: Escudo del Carmen, behind the City Hall)
What: Welcome drinks
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Cluster 1 - day 2 Wednesday August 18
Morning
When: 9.30-12.30
Where: G1
What: Lecture 1: Ms. Alessia Ronchetti, Experiencing the Body, Understanding with the Body:
An Analysis of Autobiography of a Generation by Luisa Passerini
10.45-11.00 Coffee break
Lecture 2: Dr. Andrea Pető, 1968 We Have Lost. The Missing Link between New Social
Movements in the “East” and in the “West”

12.30-15.30: Lunch break and siesta

Afternoon ~~ Different time schedule! ~~
When: 14.00-16.00
Where:
Red
G3
Green
G4
Yellow
G5
Blue
G6
Pink
G7
Purple
G8
What: Tutor group sessions

When: 16.00-17.00
Where/what: Travel to ‘The Memoria de Andalucia Museum’ (address: Avenida de la Ciencia,
2)

When: 17.00-18.30
Where: The Memoria de Andalucia Museum
What: Guided tour in the museum

When: 18.30-20.00
Where: Museum’s visitor’s centre
What: Plenary session
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Cluster 1 - day 3 Thursday August 19

Morning
When: 9.30-12.30
Where: G1
What: Lecture 1: Prof. Maria Serena Sapegno, Feminism, Psychoanalysis and the Body, again
10.45-11.00 Coffee break
Lecture 2: Dr. Birgit Kaiser, The Ends of Literature: Hélène Cixous and feminine writing after
1968

12.30-15.30: Lunch break and siesta

Afternoon
When: 15.30-17.30
Where:
Red
G3
Green
G4
Yellow
G5
Blue
G6
Pink
G7
Purple
G8
What: Tutor group sessions / Special seminar for the PhD’s

When: 17.30-18.30
Where: G1
What: Plenary
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Cluster 1 - day 4 Friday August 20
Morning
When: 9.30-12.30
Where: G1
What: Lecture 1: Dr. Kathrin Thiele, Feminist Legacies of the ‘Body Without Organs’: The
Thought of Becoming
10.45-11.00 Coffee break
Lecture 2: Dr. Geraldien von Frijtag Drabbe Künzel, Continuities and Discontinuities in 20th
Century Europe

12.30-15.30: Lunch break and siesta

Afternoon
When: 15.30-17.30
Where:
Red
G3
Green
G4
Yellow
G5
Blue
G6
Pink
G7
Purple
G8
What: Tutor group sessions
When: 17.30-18.30
Where: G1
What: Plenary

When: 19.45 – 21.15
Where: Address: Cuesta de los Chinos 15
What: Flamenco Concert at Carmen de las Cuevas
Price: €15,- (maximum: 40 people)
Details: the NOISE Coordinator has the overview of registrations
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Cluster 1 - day 5 Saturday August 21
Morning
When: 9.30-12.00
Where: G1
What: Film screening and discussion: May ‘68
From Washington to Saigon, Rome to Mexico, Paris to Prague, a wave of protests shook the
world. ‘68’ looks back at the looks back at the Vietnam War, the Prague Spring and the Soviet
Invasion, the Paris riots, Dubcek, Che Guevara, De Gaulle, Cohn-Bendrik and more. A dive into
the chaos of a turbulent year, featuring fantastic colour footage and the music of Jimi Hendrix,
Janis Joplin, Jim Morrison and Bob Dylan.

Afternoon ~~ Different time schedule! ~~
When: 12.00-14.00
Where:
Red
G3
Green
G4
Yellow
G5
Blue
G6
Pink
G7
Purple
G8
What: Tutor group sessions - prepare final presentations

When: 14.00-16.30
Where: G1
What: Final presentations

When: 16.30 – 17.00
Where: G1
What: Plenary - Evaluation Cluster One

When: 17.00 – 17.30
Where: G1
What: Plenary – From Cluster One to Cluster Two
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Weekend Programme
We have kept the weekend free so you can explore the city, relax or tour around Granada: do
whatever you want! You can always consult members of the organization for suggestions.
Monday August 23:
What: Guided Alhambra visit
When: 11 AM and 5 PM
Price: €12,Details: The NOISE Coordination has the overview the 2 groups that will be visiting the
Alhambra today (maximum: 20 people per group).
Other suggestions:
Beach/swimming:
 Almuñecar
 Salobreña
 Outdoor swimming pool at “Paseillos” campus Fuentenueva
Mountains:
 Alpujarra
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Cluster 2 – day 1 Tuesday August 24
Coordinators: Prof. Adelina Sanchez and Dr. Marta Zarzycka
Morning
When: 9.30-12.30
Where: G1
What: Lecture 1: Dr. Marta Zarzycka, ‘The year in press.’ Towards gender-sensitive looking
10.45-11.00 Coffee break
Lecture 2: Prof. Ruth Holliday, Shoulder Pads and Safety Pins - The Gendered Politics of
Dressing in the 1980s

12.30-15.30: Lunch break and siesta

Afternoon
When: 15.30-17.30
Where:
Red
G3
Green
G4
Yellow
G5
Blue
G6
Pink
G7
Purple
G8
What: Tutor group sessions / Special seminar for the PhD’s

When: 17.30-18.30
Where: G1
What: Plenary

When: 19.00 – 21.00
Where: patio of the Bartolomé residence
What: 1968/1989 music workshop by Ms. Sharon Stewart
Details: the NOISE Coordinator has the overview of registrations (maximum: 30 people)

When: 22.00 – 24.00
What: Alhambra (un)guided night visit (to be confirmed)
Details: the NOISE Coordinator has the overview of registrations
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Cluster 2 – day 2 Wednesday August 25
Morning
When: 9.30-12.30
Where: G1
What: Lecture 1: Prof. Adelina Sanchez, Reviewing the neglected past, unveiling the dubious
present, visualizing the feminist futures: Creative ‘back rooms’ during the Spanish ‘naked
years’
10.45-11.00 Coffee break
Lecture 2: Dr. Dorota Golanska, Seeing Differently: Affirmative Approach and its Implications
for Feminist Study of Visual Culture

12.30-15.30: Lunch break and siesta

Afternoon
When: 15.30-17.30
Where:
Red
G3
Green
G4
Yellow
G5
Blue
G6
Pink
G7
Purple
G8
What: Tutor group sessions

When: 17.30-18.30
Where: G1
What: Plenary

When: 22.00 – 23.30
Where: Hotel Carmen de la Victoria; film screening space (address: Cuesta del Chapiz, 9)
What: Film screening: Pedro Almodóvar. What Have I done to Deserve this? (1984).
Details: Maximum number of people: 40. Sign up in advance.
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Cluster 2 – day 3 Thursday August 26
Morning
When: 9.30-12.30
Where: G1
What: Lecture 1: Ms. Maria Hlavajova, Former West: A Proposition
10.45-11.00 Coffee break
Lecture 2: Ms. Agata Ignaciuk, Controlling reproduction in transition: case study of the
abortion debate in Poland in the 1990’s

12.30-15.30: Lunch break and siesta

Afternoon
When: 15.30-17.30
Where:
Red
G3
Green
G4
Yellow
G5
Blue
G6
Pink
G7
Purple
G8
What: Tutor group sessions / Special seminar for the PhD’s
When: 17.30-18.30
Where: G1
What: Plenary

When: 19.30 – 21.00
Where: Faculty of Science (room to be announced)
What: Film screening: Dunia Ayaso and Felix Sabroso. The Naked Years (2008).

When: 22.00 – 24.00
What: Alhambra guided night visit (maximum: 20 people)
Price: €12,Details: the NOISE Coordinator has the overview of registrations
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Cluster 2 – day 4 Friday August 27
Morning
When: 9.30-12.30
Where: G1
What: Lecture 1: Dr. Anna Feigenbaum, ‘Boltcutters Not Bombs: The 'Security Fence' as a site
of Feminist Resistance’
10.45-11.00 Coffee break
Lecture 2: Prof. Aurora Morcillo, Susana Estrada a la Delacroix. Gender politics in Spain
Democratic Transition

12.30-15.30: Lunch break and siesta

Afternoon
When: 15.30-17.30
Where:
Red
G3
Green
G4
Yellow
G5
Blue
G6
Pink
G7
Purple
G8
What: Tutor group sessions

When: 17.30-18.30
Where: G1
What: Plenary

When: 21.00
Where: to be announced
What: Feminist (Pub) Quiz
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Cluster 2 – day 5 Saturday August 28
Morning
When: 9.30-10.30
Where: G1
What: Plenary discussion led by Cluster 2 teachers
When: 10.30 – 12.30
Where:
Red
G3
Green
G4
Yellow
G5
Blue
G6
Pink
G7
Purple
G8
What: Tutor group sessions: prepare final presentations

Afternoon ~~ Different time schedule! ~~

When: 13.30 – 16.00
Where: G1
What: Final presentations

When: 16.00 – 16.30
Where: G1
What: Oral evaluation of Cluster Two

When: 16.30-17.00
Where:
Red
G3
Green
G4
Yellow
G5
Blue
G6
Pink
G7
Purple
G8
What: Tutor group sessions - written evaluation of entire Summer School
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When: 17.00 – 18.00
Where: G1
What: Plenary with the distribution of the Certificates of Attendance and closing words

When: 18.00
What: Picture time!
Where: to be announced

MAKE SOME NOI♀SE PARTY!
Join us for dinner, drinks and dancing.
When: 22.00-01.00
Where: Hotel Carmen de la Victoria (address: Cuesta del Chapiz, 9)
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